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ACID WASTE SYSTEMS

For more than 20 years, IPEX has provided laboratories
throughout North America with complete acid waste systems designed to take a variety of chemicals. Pour it, flush
it or dump it—from school labs to industrial labs, Enfield®
and Labline™ polypro acid waste systems are built to
handle it.

Since their introduction, Enfield® electrofusion fittings and
Labline™ mechanical joints have revolutionized the industry—and they continue to be regarded as state-of-the-art.
Enfield® offers the premier polypro fusion fittings available
today, constructed with a heavy-gauge resistance wire
intergrally molded into the socket. Labline™ features our
new no-heat Elastolive
for quicker installation
and higher performance.
IPEX’s broad range of
products and systems
for acid waste includes
Enfield®, Labline™,
Neutratank™ neutralization tanks, Neutrasystem2™ pH
monitoring and
Floway™ drains.

ACID WASTE SYSTEMS
PIPE
Schedule 40 Black PP
Schedule 80 Black PP
Schedule 40 FR Green
FITTINGS
FR
Black
PP Cylindrical
PP Rectangular
PE Cylindrical
PE Rectangular

ENFIELD®
1-1/2”–12”
1-1/2"–12’
1-1/2"–12

LABLINE™
1-1/2"–12"
1-1/2"–12"
1-1/2"–12"

1-1/2"12" molded
1-1/2"–12"
NEUTRATANK™
1gl–2000gl
1gl–670gl
1gl–2000gl
1gl–670gl

1-1/2"–4"

GUARDIAN
1-1/2"x2"–12"x18"
1/2"x2"–12"x18"
N/A
N/A

ENCASE™
N/A
N/A
1-1/2'x4"–8"x12"
N/A

FLOWAY™
2"–6"

Also available is our Neutrasystem2 pH monitoring system

DOUBLE CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
PVC
CPVC
PP
Dissimilar Materials
Also available is Centra-Guard™ leak detection system
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CUSTOMGUARD™
N/A
N/A
N/A
1/2" x 2"–20" x 26"
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PLASTIC PIPE, VALVE AND FITTING
Your industrial specialist.

Imagine. Every plastic pipe, valve or fitting you need for any
industrial project available from one reliable, accountable
source. Only IPEX offers complete PVF systems for process
piping, double containment, high-purity, acid waste and compressed air systems, designed, manufactured and backed by
one company. You can be confident that your IPEX system is
engineered and produced to the strictest quality, dimensional
and performance standards.

High Purity Polypropylene System
For 50 years, Enpure™ has proven to be one of
the most complete and dependable pure-water
thermoplastic piping systems available. From the manufacturing of cosmetics to solutions for medical use; from pure-water lab applications to
dialysis machines, Enpure™ is designed to meet all challenges. Manufactured with FDA approved materials, Enpure™ natural polypropylene pipe,
valves and fittings eliminate the potential of contamination of your pure
process. And, unlike conventional systems, Enpure™ is designed as a
socket fusion system. No hazardous chemicals are used for joining,
making connections as “clean” as any other components in the system.

guardian

Vinyl Double Containment System
Certain environments demand fail-safe systems. The double containment professionals
at IPEX understand the complexity of design
and installation for demanding double containment applications. For the past 15 years
Guardian systems have been the benchmark in double containment. Guardian’s
patented Centra-Lock™ design requires up
to 40 percent fewer joints. Guardian systems are available in tough industrial grade
PVC and even tougher high-temperature
CPVC.

™ PP Double Containment System

encase

Encase™ has set the standard for acid waste
double containment systems. At
the heart of our
patented
Encase™ polypro
system is its electrofusion fitting
with a groundbreaking heavygauge resistance
wire molded into
the socket. The result is a premier off-theshelf system that offers considerable reduction of installation time and the highest quality
bubble-tight joints available.
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